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Abstract

The psychostimulants amphetamine and methylphenidate (MPD / Ritalin) are the drugs most often used to treat attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). In addition, students of all ages take these drugs to improve academic performance but also abuse them for pleasurable enhancement. In addition, other psychostimulants such 3,4 methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA / ecstasy) are used / abused for similar objectives. One of the experimental markers for the potential of a drug to produce dependence is its ability to induce behavioral sensitization and cross sensitization with other drugs of abuse. The objective of this study is to use identical experimental protocols and behavioral assays to compare in female rats the effects of amphetamine, MPD and MDMA on locomotor activity and to determine if they induce behavioral sensitization and/or cross sensitization with each other. The main findings of this study are 1. Acute amphetamine, MPD and MDMA all elicited increases in locomotor activity. 2. Chronic administration of an intermediate dose of amphetamine or MPD elicited behavioral sensitization. 3. Chronic administration of MDMA elicited behavioral sensitization in some animals and behavioral tolerance in others. 4. Cross sensitization between MPD and amphetamine was observed. 5. MDMA did not show either cross sensitization or cross tolerance with amphetamine. In conclusion, these results suggest that MDMA act by different mechanisms compared to MPD and amphetamine.
1. Introduction

Psychostimulant abuse has become a tremendous problem, especially in adolescents and young adults. The psychostimulants amphetamine and methylphenidate (MPD) have been the gold standard for decades in psychotherapy for treating attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) (Challman and Lipsky, 2000; Gaytan et al., 1997, 1999; Robinson and Becker 1986). These drugs mainly target the dopamine transporter (DAT) leading to an increase in extracellular dopamine levels and to a lesser degree block the norepinephrine and serotonin transporters (Challman and Lipsky, 2000; Giorgetti et al., 2001; Kalivas et al., 1993; Nestler, 2001; Wolf, 1998). Although it is still unclear how amphetamine and MPD affect cognition and attention improvement, it was postulated that the drug acts to modulate sensory processes at the motive circuit (Pierce and Kalivas, 1997). The drug 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA/ecstasy) is one of the most popular recreational psychoactive drugs (Atkin et al.; 2009, Meyer and Maurer, 2010; Modi, et al., 2006). MDMA produces stimulant-like effects that lead to a heightened response to sensory stimulation (Martin et al., 1995). The consequences of MDMA use include neurodegeneration of the serotonergic and catecholaminergic pathways (Gudelsky and Nash, 1996; James et al., 2010; Ricuarte and McCann, 2001). Multiple administration of psychostimulants results in the initiation and intensification of biochemical and behavioral manifestations that lead to dependence on the drug and behavioral sensitization. Behavioral sensitization refers to a phenomenon whereby the repeated use of the psychostimulant produces a progressive augmentation of the subjective behavioral response (Dafny and Yang, 2006; Kalivas and Stewart, 1991; Robinson and Berridge, 1993; Vanderschuren et al., 1999) It was reported that MPD, amphetamine and MDMA elicit behavioral sensitization (Gaytan et al., 1997, 1999; Modi et al., 2006; Yang et al., 2003, 2007, 2010) One of the side effects produced by chronic use of psychostimulants as well as a measurable indication of the drug's liability is the development of behavioral sensitization and cross sensitization between two or more of these drugs (Aizenstein et al., 1990; Ball et. al., 2009; Callaway and Geyer, 1992; Dafny and Yang, 2006, Yang et al., 2003). Behavioral sensitization is manifest as a long lasting hypersensitivity to the drug following repetitive psychostimulant administration (Kalivas and Stewart, 1991; Wolf., 1998). It has been suggested that behavioral sensitization represents an enduring alteration of drug response (Kalivas and Stewart, 1991; Kalivas et al., 1998) and has been used as an experimental model of drug craving (Kalivas et al., 1998; Wolf, 1998). Cross sensitization is defined as hyperResponsiveness to one psychostimulant after pre-exposure to a different psychostimulant (Aizenstein et al, 1990; Dafny and Yang, 2006). Drugs such as amphetamine and cocaine are known to be drugs of abuse and produce sensitization and cross sensitization with each other (Aizenstein et al, 1990; Bonate et al, 1997; Brandon et al, 2001). By contrast, current studies dispute whether the psychostimulants methylphenidate (MPD) and 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA) elicit sensitization (Atkin et al., 2009; Modi et al, 2006) or whether they cross sensitized with other psychostimulants. There are no studies...
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comparing the acute and chronic effects of all three drugs using the same experimental method and technology and whether there is cross-sensitization between them. The objectives of this study are to compare the effects of amphetamine, MPD, and MDMA on behavioral activity in adult female Sprague-Dawley rats and to determine if they cause sensitization and cross-sensitize with each other.

2. Material and Methods

2.1 Animals

Adult female (N=50) Sprague-Dawley (SD) rats weighing about 180-190g were purchased from Harlan Laboratories and used as subject. All rats were housed in Plexiglass cages, two to a cage, with food and water made available ad libitum for 5 to 7 days for acclimation. The rats were held in a room at an ambient temperature of 21± 2°C, a relative humidity of 37-42%, and a 12/12-h light/dark cycle. All experiments were carried out in accordance with the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. All efforts were made to minimize the number of animals used.

2.2 Drugs

Three psychostimulants were used as follows: 0.6 mg/kg amphetamine, 2.5 mg/kg methylphenidate hydrochloride (MPD), and 5.0 mg/kg 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA). These dosages were shown in our previous dose response studies to elicit behavioral sensitization (Gaytan et al., 1997; 1998; Modi et al., 2006 Yang et al., 2003, 2006). The doses were calculated as the free base, and were dissolved in 0.9% saline, equalized to 0.8 cc according to weight of the animal, and administered intraperitoneally in the morning. All injections were given in test cages in the morning.

In preliminary experiments, using an identical experimental protocol (Table 1), female rats were kept four per cage from postnatal (P) day 40 to P80 with the intention that all the female rats would cycle on the same day. Vaginal smears (Dafny and Terkel, 1990) were taken prior to daily MPD injections from P60 to P80. It was found that the MPD treatment did not alter the estrous cycle. In this study, all experiments started on the proestrous day.

2.3 Apparatus

Each animal was tested in a computerized open field animal activity monitoring system (AccuScan Instruments, Columbus, OH) before and after single and repetitive (chronic) daily drug administration. Rats were tested for behavioral locomotion in activity chambers after 20-30 min of acclimation to their test cage. The activity chambers consist of clear acrylic open field boxes (40.5×40.5×31.5 cm) fitted with two rows of infrared motion sensors that can detect interruption of each infrared beam at a frequency of 100 Hz. Any interruption of the infrared sensor counted as an activity score. Cumulative counts were compiled and downloaded every ten min for two h using VERSAMAX data collection software (AccuScan Instruments, Columbus, OH) that separated the sensor interruptions into different locomotor indices. (Algahim et al., 2009; Gaytan et al., 1997, 1999, 2000; Lee et al., 2009; Yang et al., 2003, 2006, 2007)
The locomotor indices evaluated in this study are: horizontal activity (HA), a measurement of the overall locomotor activity in the lowest tier detected by total beam interruptions during an individual sample; vertical activity (VA), a record of the vertical sensor beam interruptions, a measure of the amount of rearing; number of stereotypies (NOS), a measurement of repetitive or stereotyped behavior detected by having at least one second intervals between repetitive episodes; and, total distance (TD) in cm, a measurement of ambulatory activity during a given sample.

2.4 Experimental Design

After five to seven days of acclimation to the test cages, animals were tested for locomotor activity (Table 1). Animals were divided into five groups: 1) saline control (N=8); 2) chronic MPD (2.5 mg/kg) administration following a single amphetamine dose (N=8) on experimental day 12; 3) chronic amphetamine (0.6 mg/kg) administration following a single MPD (2.5 mg/kg) dose on experimental day 12 (N=8); 4) chronic amphetamine(N=8) administration followed by single MDMA (5.0 mg/kg); and 5) chronic MDMA (N=18) administration followed by a single amphetamine (0.6 mg/kg) dose on experimental day 12 (Table 1). Baseline activity following 0.8 cc of 0.9% saline was recorded at experimental day 1 (ED1) to establish the baseline control measurement. Then, drug naïve animals were injected with either saline, or amphetamine, or MPD, or MDMA for six consecutive days (ED2 to ED7). The drug’s effect on locomotor behavior was tested (recorded) on the first and last day of consecutive drug administration, respectively i.e. ED2 and ED7 (Table 1). Next, the animals were deprived of drug for three days, (ED8 to ED10), as a washout period. Then animals were re-challenged with the same drug given on ED2 and locomotor behavior was recorded post-drug injection on ED 11. On ED 12, all animals in the MPD and MDMA groups were injected with 0.6 mg/kg of amphetamine, and all animals in the amphetamine group were injected with 2.5 mg/kg MPD, to test for the occurrence of cross-sensitization between these drugs (Table 1). All recordings started in the morning immediately after injection and lasted for 120 min.

2.5 Data Analysis

Repeated measure analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to determine statistically significant differences among various days and drugs. Bonferroni adjusted pairwise comparisons were used as post-hoc tests to compare between the different groups for all ANOVA that produced significant results. All tests were considered significant at P<0.05 for all comparisons. The recordings following saline injection on experimental day 1 (ED1) represent the control, baseline activity (Gaytan et. al., 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000; Lee et al., 2009; Yang et. al., 2003, 2006, 2007). The recordings on ED 2 compared to ED1 expresses the acute effect of the drug. Comparison of the data obtained on ED7 to the data obtained on ED2 indicates whether sensitization was induced, while comparing data obtained on ED11 with data obtained on ED2 shows whether sensitization had expressed (Algahim et al, 2009; Lee et al, 2009; Pierce and Kalivas, 1997; Yang et al, 2006). Comparing the activity of ED12 with that seen after a single injection in drug naïve animals (control data) indicates whether cross sensitization occurred between the drug that was given to the naïve animal and the drug that was given on ED12 (Yang et al, 2003).
Four locomotor indices were used to study the acute and chronic effects of locomotor activity as follows: horizontal activity (HA), total distance (TD) travelled, vertical activity (VA) and number of stereotypies (NOS). The data were presented in two forms: a sequential temporal (line) graph and a bar histogram. The line graphs summarize the temporal response to the treatment in 10-min bins for 120 min post-injection for experimental days 1, 2, 7, and 11. The y-axis on the temporal graph represents the absolute count change from baseline measured in counts per ten min. The x-axis represents the sequential min post treatment. Values are presented as ± S.E.M. with #P<0.05 used to calculate the acute effect of the drug (ED2 compared to ED1), *P<0.05 calculates if the chronic effect of the drug induced tolerance or sensitization (ED7 compared to ED2) and ^P<0.05 shows whether tolerance or sensitization is expressed after 3 washout days (ED11 compared to ED2). A difference of two or more consecutive data points (i.e. 20min) was considered a significant change due to the treatment (Gaytan et al., 1997; Yang et al., 2003, 2007). The bar histograms represent the two h total activity post-drug injection on each experimental day. Values of the bar histograms are presented as mean ± S.E.M. with the same comparisons as those in the temporal graphs.

3. Results

The saline control group was used to determine the effect of handling and the injection procedure. Mild increases in locomotion and licking at the injection site for about four to five min post injection were observed and then the activity returned to baseline. All recordings post saline injection (EDs 1 to 7; 11 and 12) exhibited similar activities (Fig. 1) with minor non-significant fluctuation similar to our previously reported 42 consecutive time controls (no injection) and saline controls (Yang et al., 2006). Since ED 1 activity post saline injection was similar to that obtained post saline injection, on all the other experimental days. ED1 post saline injection activity in each group (amphetamine, MPD, and MDMA) was used as control for the other experimental days. Moreover, since in the drug groups ED1 activity is recorded post saline injection, this activity (ED1 post saline) was used as control for the drug acute effect on ED2.

3.1.1 Acute effects of Methylphenidate (MPD)-Comparing ED 2 to ED 1

Fig. 2 summarizes the locomotor responses post-injection of 2.5 mg/kg MPD for all the experimental days (N=8). Comparing the activity of ED2 after MPD treatment to ED1 after saline injection represents the acute effect. There was a significant increase (F<sub>1, 25</sub> = 4.67; F<sub>1, 24</sub> = 4.38; F<sub>1, 23</sub> = 4.92; P< 0.05) in activity on ED2 as compared to ED1 in all four motor indices as shown in the histograms. The temporal graph demonstrates that the increases in horizontal activity and number of stereotypies were observable within the first ten min post injection and persisted for the duration of one hour, while the increases in vertical activity started within twenty min post injection and lasted for fifty min post injection. Total distance traveled was increased at twenty min post injection and lasted to sixty min post injection.
3.1.2 Chronic administration of MPD-Induction Phase-Comparing ED7 to ED2

The recordings obtained on ED7 were compared to those obtained on ED2 in order to determine whether tolerance or sensitization was induced (see Table 1). The increase in activity elicited by the initial MPD injection remained the same during five consecutive injections, i.e. ED 2 to ED7 (Fig. 1). There was no significant attenuation or further increase in activity on ED7 compared to ED2 on any of the locomotor indices studied. This comparison suggests that neither tolerance nor sensitization was initiated during the six consecutive days of MPD administration.

3.1.3 Chronic effects of MPD-Expression Phase; Comparing ED11 to ED2

Fig. 2 also summarizes the activities of the four locomotor indices obtained after chronic MPD administration. Comparison between ED11 and ED2. Comparison between ED11 and ED2 shows that the same MPD dose given at ED2 and again at ED11 produced a further increase (F2, 32 = 2.31; F2, 32 = 6.24; F2, 32 = 3.67; and F2, 27 = 4.38; P<0.05) in all four locomotor activities (Fig. 2 histograms). Furthermore, the duration of the increases in horizontal activity, total distance, and number of stereotypies persisted for fifty min post injection while the increase in vertical activity was significant (F1, 32 = 6.29; *P<0.05) for the entire hour post injection (Fig. 1 temporal graphs).

3.2.1 Acute Effects of Amphetamine-Comparing ED2 to ED1

Fig. 3 summarizes (N=8) the effects of injection of 0.6 mg/kg i.p. amphetamine on the locomotor responses for all the experimental days. Acute injection of amphetamine elicited a significant increase (F1, 25 = 4.95; F1, 15 = 6.83; F1, 23 = 5.02; and F1, 15 = 4.16; #P<0.05) in activity on ED2 compared to ED1 in all four motor indices (Fig. 3 histograms). The increases in horizontal activity and stereotypic activity started shortly post injection and endured for the entire two hour recording session (Fig. 3 temporal graph), while the total distance travelled increased significantly (F2, 32 = 6.15; #P<0.05) at 20 min following amphetamine (0.6mg/kg) injection and lasted up to ninety min post injection. The significant increase (F2, 32 = 2.47; P<0.05) increase in vertical activity started at sixty min after injection and lasted for eighty min (Fig. 3 temporal graphs). In general, the increases in the four locomotor indices following an acute dose of 0.6 mg/kg amphetamine elicited effects on locomotion similar to those elicited by 2.5 mg/kg MPD.

3.2.2 Chronic Effects of Amphetamine-Induction Phase- Comparing ED7 to ED2

Amphetamine injection on ED7 elicited increases in locomotor activity similar to those elicited on ED2 (Fig. 3 histograms). The temporal graphs show that horizontal activity, total distance, and number of stereotypies exhibited a significant (F3, 51 = 3.91; F3, 51 = 3.87; F3, 51 = 3.80; *P<0.05) increase at twenty min post 0.6 mg/kg amphetamine injection at ED7 compared to the effects of the same amphetamine dose injected on ED2, while the significant increase in vertical activity lasted about eighty min (Fig. 3 temporal graphs). This significant increase shown in the temporal graph indicates that behavioral sensitization was initiated at ED7. The data was skewed in the histogram that sum the activity for 2 h. i.e. this behavioral sensitization lasted for a short time.
3.2.3 Chronic Effects of Amphetamine-Expression Phase-Comparing ED11 to ED2

There was a significant ($F_{2, 51} = 3.63; F_{2, 51} = 4.52; F_{2, 27} = 3.41; F_{2, 27} = 4.04; ^{\ast}P<0.05$) increase in horizontal activity, total distance, and vertical activity on ED11 post amphetamine injection compared to the same amphetamine dose on ED2; but this dose did not elicit a significant increase in number of stereotypies (Fig. 3 histograms). Significant increases ($F_{2, 27} = 4.44; F_{2, 27} = 4.46; P< 0.05$) in horizontal activity and total distance traveled started immediately following amphetamine administration and lasted for fifty min post injection, while the increases in vertical activity lasted for sixty min post injection (Fig. 3 temporal graphs). The stereotypies activity increased immediately following amphetamine administration and lasted for twenty min. Analysis of the hourly and the temporal recordings indicated that all four locomotor indices following 0.6 mg/kg amphetamine administration expressed behavioral sensitization.

3.3.1 Acute Effects of 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA)-Comparing ED2 to ED1

Fig. 4 summarizes (N=18) the locomotor activity post injection of 5.0 mg/kg MDMA for ED1 and ED2. MDMA elicited a significant ($F_{1, 23} = 11.62; F_{1, 25} = 14.61; P< 0.05$) increase in a horizontal activity and total distance on ED2 compared to ED1, while the vertical activity exhibited significant ($F_{1, 15} = 5.55; P< 0.05$) decrease on ED2 post MDMA injection compared to ED1 (Fig. 4 histogram); stereotypies activity failed to increase significantly following MDMA (5.0 mg/kg) administration. The 10 min temporal graphs show that there was a significant ($F_{1, 25} = 15.46; P< 0.05$) increase in horizontal activity that began at thirty min post injection and persisted for the entire two h. The decrease in vertical activity and increase in number of stereotypies started immediately post MDMA injection and each response lasted for twenty min post injection (Fig. 4 temporal). Furthermore, the significant ($F_{1, 23} = 4.92; P< 0.05$) increase in total distance began at ten min post injection and lasted for one hundred ten min post injection. This observation (from the temporal graphs) shows that the dose of 5.0 mg/kg MDMA elicited an increase in horizontal activity, stereotypies and total distance traveled while decreasing the vertical activity.

3.3.2 Chronic Effects of MDMA-Induction Phase-Comparing ED7 to ED2

There was no significant increase or decrease in activity on ED 7 compared to ED2 after injection of MDMA. This dose of MDMA did not induce either significant tolerance or sensitization in any of the locomotor indices after six daily injections (data not shown).

3.3.3 Chronic Effects of MDMA-Expression Phase-Comparing ED11 to ED2

Activities measured following 5.0 mg/kg MDMA injection on ED11 were compared to those observed on ED2 (Table 1). No significant difference was observed between the activities recorded for these two experimental days. This lack of significance was due to the large standard error in this group (data not shown), suggesting that the number of animals should be increased. In spite of an increase to N=18, the standard error was large and the statistical test indicated that the drug had no effect. However, observations during the experiment showed that the drug exerts a significant effect on the animals' behavior. Therefore, each rat was statistically analyzed separately instead of evaluating all eighteen
rats as one group. This evaluation revealed that eight out of the eighteen rats tested with 5.0 mg/kg MDMA on ED11 elicited significant (F(1, 25) = 14.52; P< 0.05) increases in locomotion, while ten exhibited a significant (F(1, 23) = 11.62; P< 0.05) decrease in activity in comparison to ED2 (Fig. 5 and 6 respectively).

Fig. 5 shows data from one animal that exhibits a significant (F(2, 32) = 2.48; P<0.05) increase in activity following rechallenge MDMA administration at ED11 compared to the ED2 initial MDMA injection. MDMA elicited significant (F(2, 32) = 2.46; F(2, 27) = 6.29; F(2, 27) = 3.50; P< 0.05) increases in horizontal activity, number of stereotypies, and total distance traveled on ED 2, and further significant (F(2, 32) = 6.33; F(2, 27) = 3.48; F(2, 27) = 4.15; P< 0.05) increases on ED11 compared to ED2. This increase in locomotion on ED11 compared to ED2 indicates that this MDMA dose elicits behavioral sensitization. Similar observations were obtained from the other seven animals.

The other ten rats exhibited significant (F(2, 51) = 3.64; F(2, 27) = 3.51, F(2, 27) = 5.02; F(2, 51) = 3.27; P< 0.05) decreases in locomotor activity on ED11 compared to ED2. Fig. 6 shows representative data from an animal from this group. There was a significant (F(1, 25) = 4.68; F(1, 25) = 14.02; F(1, 15) = 6.69; P< 0.05) increase in locomotion on ED2 compared to ED1, and a significant (F(2, 32) = 6.30; F(2, 27) = 3.52; F(2, 25) = 4.37; F(2, 27) = 3.48; P< 0.05) decrease in locomotor activity on ED11 compared to ED2, which was interpreted as behavioral tolerance.

### 3.4 Is there cross sensitization between MPD and Amphetamine?

In preliminary experiments, six control groups were used to record the activity following injection of either MPD, amphetamine, or MDMA on ED2 compared to ED1 (saline)(N=6), and another three groups treated with saline for 4 days and at ED12 treated either with MPD, amphetamine or MDMA (N=6). The activity post injection of the ED2 group was similar to that of animals treated with drug at ED12. To minimize the number of animals, we used the ED1 recording (Table1) as control. Fig. 7a compares data obtained from drug naïve animals (N=8) that received MPD on ED2 with data obtained from those animals who received MPD on ED12 after having received amphetamine on ED2-7 followed by 3 days washout and then another dose of amphetamine on ED11. The response to MPD in those animals previously treated with amphetamine was significantly (F(10, 142) = 4.82; F(10, 131) = 33.34; F(10, 87) = 2.5; P<0.05) greater compared to the response to MPD in naïve animals in three of the four locomotor indices. This observation indicates that cross sensitization between MPD and amphetamine was obtained.

### 3.5 Is there cross sensitization between amphetamine and MPD?

Fig. 7b compares data obtained from drug naïve animals that received amphetamine on ED2 with data obtained from those animals who received amphetamine on ED12 (N=8) after having received MPD on ED2-7 followed by washout and then MPD on ED11. The response to amphetamine in those animals previously treated with MPD was significantly (F(10, 87) = 14.26; F(10, 131) = 3.03; F(10, 87) = 3.01; F(10, 87) = 2.89; P< 0.05) greater compared to the response to MPD in naïve animals in all four indices.
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These comparisons indicate that the 2.5 mg/kg dose of MPD resulted in cross-sensitization with the 0.6 mg/kg dose of amphetamine and the 0.6 mg/kg dose of amphetamine resulted in cross-sensitization with the 2.5 mg/kg dose of MPD.

3.6 Is there cross-sensitization between amphetamine and MDMA?

a. In animals expressing behavioral sensitization to MDMA—Fig. 7c compares data obtained from those naïve animals that received amphetamine on ED2 with data obtained from those animals who received amphetamine on ED12 after having received MDMA on ED2-7 followed by washout and then displayed sensitization to MDMA on ED11 (N=8). There were no significant differences in horizontal activity, total distance, or number of stereotypies, while the vertical activity exhibited a significant ($F_{10, 87} = 13.83; P<0.05$) further increase in activity.

b. In animals expressing behavioral tolerance to MDMA—Fig. 7d compares data obtained from those naïve animals that received amphetamine on ED2 with data obtained from those animals who received amphetamine on ED12 after having received MDMA on ED2-7 followed by washout and then displayed tolerance to MDMA on ED11 (N=10). There were no significant changes in activity between these two groups. These comparisons indicate that amphetamine did not cross-sensitize or cross-tolerate with MDMA in animals exhibiting tolerance to multiple MDMA administration.

4. Discussion

Most of the reports on psychostimulants (MPD, amphetamine, and MDMA) used only one of them and moreover each used different experimental procedures, different doses, different drug schedules, etc. making it difficult to compare the actions of MPD, amphetamine, and MDMA. The objective of this study was to use the same experimental protocol to study the effects of acute and chronic administration of MPD, amphetamine, and MDMA as well as to determine if there was cross sensitization between them.

Psychostimulants affect mainly the central nervous system brain sites known as the reward circuit. The reward circuit includes the ventral tegmental area, nucleus accumbence, prefrontal cortex, and other sites which are collectively termed the “motive circuit” (Pierce and Kalivas, 1997). These structures are believed to be involved in the induction and expression of behavioral sensitization using catecholaminergic, glutaminergic, and serotonergic pathways. This circuit acts also as an interface between limbic and motor systems.

Most experiments use male animals; however, the reactions and mechanisms involved in metabolizing psychostimulants may differ between sexes. Studies involving psychostimulants such as amphetamine and cocaine have shown that females become more seriously dependent to psychostimulants than their male counterparts by expressing a more rapid and robust behavioral response to acute and chronic administration (Anderson and Teicher, 2000; Booze et al., 1999). Therefore, in this study, females were used to better observe behavioral sensitization (Booze et al., 1999).
4.1 MPD

Methylphenidate (MPD) has become a highly prescribed drug in past years. In many instances, MPD is used to treat children and young adults with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) over long periods of time (Accardo and Blondis, 2001; Challman and Lipsky, 2000; Garland, 1998). These long term treatment regimens can elicit some structural and physiological alteration in the developing brain of a child (Andersen and Teicher, 2000; Levin and Kleber, 1995). Behavioral investigation on MPD is necessary because it mirrors the pharmacological properties of other addictive stimulants such as cocaine and amphetamine (Gerasimov et al, 2000; Volkow et al, 1999). Therefore, there should be great concern when prescribing Ritalin® to young children who are still developing neuronal processes.

The initial administration of 2.5 mg/kg MPD elicited an increase in activity on ED2 in comparison to saline controls on ED1, indicating an acute effect. Chronic MPD administration elicited further increases in activity on ED11 in comparison to ED2 indicating that behavioral sensitization was evident. Similar observations were obtained using male rats (Gaytan et. al., 1997, 1999, 2000; Lee et al., 2009; Yang et. al., 2003, 2006, 2007). MPD binds the dopamine transporter (DAT) and causes dopamine to remain active in the synaptic cleft for a longer time (Volkow et al., 1999). It has been suggested that increases in synaptic dopamine concentration may contribute to the acute effect of MPD (Sagvolden and Sergeant, 1998).

Considerable evidence suggests that the chronic effect of MPD may occur at the molecular level. There are reports of increased levels of chromosomal abnormalities in children prescribed MPD (Biederman et al., 2009; El-Zein et al, 2005). Furthermore, it has been suggested that these chronic effects could be due to altered transcriptional activation of immediate early genes (IEG) such as c-fos (Yanol and Steiner, 2005) through intracellular changes involving second messenger systems. It has been reported that MPD administration in cats caused an increase in the density of cortical cells expressing c-fos (Lin et al 1996). c-fos is the most frequently activated IEG after external or internal stimuli (Lin et al 1996). Second messenger systems are suggested to activate third messenger systems, therefore, c-fos has been considered as a third messenger system triggering long term cell reaction cascades (Morgan and Curran, 1991, 1989; Sheng and Greenberg, 1990). Once post-synaptic dopamine receptors have been activated due to the continuous stimulation of dopamine, receptor-linked channels promote intracellular changes through second messenger molecules. The G protein is “turned on” as it binds to guanosine triphosphate (GTP), displacing guanosine diphosphate (GDP), and thereby activating adenylate cyclase which generates the second messenger cyclic AMP (cAMP). cAMP then triggers an enzymatic cascade activating the c-fos gene. In addition, expression of IEG’s in striatal and cortical dopamine targets has been suggested to mediate drug dependency (Hughes and Dragunow, 1995).

One explanation for why the chronic administration of MPD led to increased motor activity on ED11 in comparison to ED2 (Fig. 2) is that dopamine activated dopamine receptors for longer periods of time due to an increase in the number of dopamine receptors or an
increased responsiveness of the dopamine receptors. These increases could activate motor nuclei, more specifically, the D1 receptors in the nucleus accumbence and caudate nucleus which could have led to further increases in locomotion i.e. expression of sensitization (Wolf et al., 1993, 1994). Alternatively, presynaptic dopamine autoreceptors may have prevented any further dopamine from being released from the presynaptic cell due to its inhibitory nature (Shi et al., 2004; Yang et al., 2006). D2 receptor subsensitivity activation in the ventral tegmental area is another possible explanation for the induction of sensitization (Yang et al., 2006) and could be part of the underlying mechanism behind enhanced activity in day 11 in all the locomotor activities studied.

The current findings are similar to other reports of increased locomotor responses following MPD administration in male Sprague Dawley rats (Gaytan et al., 1997; Yang et al., 2003, 2006, 2007, 2010). However, the results of our study are in contrast to others reporting that rats fail to exhibit sensitization after chronic exposure to MPD (Izenwasser et al., 1999; Kuczenski and Segal, 2002). Methodology is an important factor to consider when determining reasons for inconsistencies. The different observations can be explained due to differences in experimental procedures such as the route of administration e.g. oral (Kuczenski and Segal, 2002), different doses of MPD (Izenwasser et al., 1999), different times of drug administration and different number of washout days. Gaytan et al., (2000) reported higher total distance activity during the dark phase than the light phase, and reported that behavioral sensitization was observed only when the drug was administered during the day time. Factors such as time of day, route of administration, and dose of MPD all affect whether sensitization will be elicited or not.

The present observations provide evidence that systemic MPD administration to rats produced behavioral sensitization to itself, suggesting that MPD has the potential to elicit dependence. Moreover, today's adolescent and adult students around the world, take prescription drug Ritalin (MPD) for cognitive enhancement and recreation, using different routes and times for its administration. Some articles claim that “we should welcome new methods of improving our brain function” (Nature Online, December, 2008), but our findings caution that one must be aware of and prepared for new unknown outcomes.

### 4.2 Amphetamine

Amphetamine is classified as a Schedule II drug in the United States. Popular brands including Adderall® have been used to treat narcolepsy and inattention (Weinshenker et al., 2002). Amphetamine is a psychostimulant that affects the central nervous system and shares similar behavioral and neuropharmacological properties with MPD (Mayorga et al., 1999). It is used also to treat ADHD patients.

Results from our current and previous behavioral studies indicate that repeated administration of 0.6 mg/kg amphetamine elicits augmented locomotor responses in rats (Gaytan et al., 1998, 1999; Tang et al., 2009). Similar to the effects seen with MPD, there were dose dependent increases in all four indicies of activity on ED2 in comparison to ED1 (see Table 1). This was interpreted as eliciting an acute effect. The re-challenge injection after three washout days elicited an increase in activity on ED11 in comparison to ED2 (Fig. 2). This was interpreted as behavioral sensitization. The results obtained are similar to those
reported by others (Gaytan et al., 1997; Sripada et al., 1998, Tang, 2009). Amphetamine binds to presynaptic membranes, converting all monoamine transporters, particularly dopamine and norepinephrine (Weinshenker et al., 2002) into open dopamine and norepinephrine channels, thus allowing efflux of dopamine and norepinephrine (Vanderschuren et al., 1999 a and b). The acute rise in locomotor activity is proposed to results from increases in dopamine and norepinephrine that elicit neural changes. Dopaminergic ventral tegmental area neurons are interconnected to nucleus accumbence, prefrontal cortex, basal ganglia and also innervates other limbic system nuclei (Pierce and Kalivas, 1997). This circuit regulates ambulatory activity and is activated after amphetamine administration (Wolf, 1998). It has also been postulated that sensitization to amphetamine is mediated by the excess of norepinephrine and dopamine in the synaptic cleft that activates D₁ receptors (Bijjou et al., 1996; Vezina 1993; Vezina and Stewart, 1993). Furthermore sensitization to amphetamine was enhanced when SKF-38393, a D₁ agonist, was administered to amphetamine pretreated rats (Pierce and Kalivas, 1996).

It was suggested that the induction of behavioral sensitization to amphetamine occurs at glutamatergic synapses of ventral tegmental area dopamine neurons (Kalivas and Stewart, 1991; Pert, 1998). This suggestion is based on experiments that showed a glutamate antagonist, such as MK-801, blocked the induction of sensitization to amphetamine (Pacchioni et al., 2002). Moreover, destruction of medial prefrontal cortex glutamatergic afferents blocked both the induction and the expression of sensitization following chronic amphetamine administration (Cadet et al. 1999; Tang et al, 2009). These observations suggest that glutamatergic inputs are necessary to amphetamine effect not only for the induction phase, but also for the expression phase as well.

Molecular changes in the reward pathway due to chronic administration of amphetamine, or any other stimulant, can result in changes in gene transcription and RNA and/or protein synthesis (Nestler, 2001). This suggests that chronic administration of amphetamine may increase the expression of transcription factors, such as those regulating AMPA receptor expression, and could lead to the enhancement of the rewarding effects of amphetamine. The induction of sensitization to amphetamine has been attributed to a transient increase in the AMPA receptors' responsiveness in ventral tegmental area dopamine neurons (Giorgeti et al, 2001) due to extracellular dopamine remaining in the synaptic cleft.

In summary, increases in locomotor activity following amphetamine administration can be attributed to the drug-induced changes in several neurochemical mechanisms including elevation of dopamine and norepinephrine levels. Amphetamine has been suggested to produce behavioral sensitization following chronic application via neural and physiological mechanisms affecting the projecting excitatory transmitters onto D₁, glutamate, and AMPA receptors at the motive circuit (Bardo and Bevins, 2000).

### 4.3 MDMA

Using identical experimental protocols as described above for MPD and amphetamine the acute effects of MDMA elicited significant increases in locomotive activity. By contrast, the chronic effects showed no significant change in behavior compared to the initial MDMA injection due to a high standard error. This led us to increase the number of animals. Despite
the increase in numbers of animals, similar observations were obtained. Once again, acute MDMA caused a significant increase in locomotion while chronic MDMA show in some animals further increases in activity and in other animals had the opposite effect i.e. decreases in activity and the average of all animals showing no significant effect. Therefore, each animal was statistically evaluated separately. This evaluation showed that chronic MDMA elicited behavioral sensitization in about 44% of the animals and tolerance in about 56% of the animals. This observation is consistent with other reports since some researchers report sensitization following MDMA administration (Atkins et al., 2009; Ball et. al., 2009; Biezonski et. al., 2009; Dafters 1995; Kalivas et al., 1998a; Modi et al., 2006), some report tolerance following MDMA administration (Baumann et. al., 2008, Baumann et. al., 2009; Jones et al., 2010; Marston et al., 1999), and others find a complex spectrum of behavior with neither sensitization or tolerance developed after MDMA administration (Baumann et. al., 2008; McNamara et al., 1995). MDMA exhibited mixed behavioral results, unlike MPD and amphetamine (Cole and Summall, 2003). Since tolerance and sensitization are experimental indicators for the liability of a drug, these results indicate a likely propensity for the development of dependence on MDMA.

4.4 How to interpret these two different observations? Tolerance and sensitization to the same dose

Pharmacologically, 5-HT is a key indicator of acute effects of MDMA (Kalivas et al., 1998). MDMA causes an overall serotonergic depletion in nerve terminal endings over time, especially in the cortex and hippocampus (Atkins et al., 2009; Capela et. al., 2009; McNamara et al., 1995) due to the rise in extracellular 5-HT after MDMA administration. MDMA also inhibits 5-HT and 5-HT1 receptor synthesis (Callaway and Geyer, 1992 a and b; Callaway et al., 1990; Tricklebank et al., 1986), and can produce a decrease in 5-HT’s metabolite, 5-hydroxyindoleacetic acid (5-HIAA), and its rate limiting enzyme, for 5-HT synthesis, tryptophan hydroxylase. Furthermore, pretreatment with the 5-HT1B receptor agonist RU24969 increases the release of presynaptic 5-HT during MDMA administration thereby enhancing locomotor activating effects (Callaway and Geyer, 1992 a and b; Oberlander et al., 1987, 1986). This indicates that 5-HT plays a major role in the development of sensitization to MDMA. It has also been postulated that dopamine plays a role in the acute effect of MDMA and in MDMA treatment leading to sensitization (Koch and Gallaway, 1997; Gold et al., 1988; Modi et al., 2006). Blocking 5-HT transporters with a 5-HT2 receptor antagonist attenuated extracellular dopamine (Kalivas et al., 1998b) which correlates with hyperactivity attributable to the co-activation of dopamine releasing neurons and presynaptic 5-HT in the ventral tegmental area, nucleus accumbence, and prefrontal cortex neurons. Moreover, 5-HT2 receptor subtypes are localized on dopamine releasing neurons (Gudelsky and Nash, 1996; Karler et al., 1995) providing even further evidence for dopamine co-activation along with 5-HT.

Although dopamine can contribute to motor activating effects, dopamine can also have severe effects on serotonin nerve terminals. Dopamine causes the 5-HT axon terminal to become shrunken up and damaged. It takes up to two weeks to replenish serotonin levels after the initial MDMA doses and even longer after larger doses (Quinton and Yamamoto, 2006). The chronic effects of MDMA can cause substantial loss of serotonin reuptake
transporters (Quinton and Yamamoto, 2006) causing irreversible degeneration of serotonin nerve terminals (Quinton and Yamamoto, 2006). Chronic MDMA administration regulates transcription of c-fos and egr-1 genes (Shirayama et al., 2000 and Stephenson et al., 1999) which play a role in converting acute neural stimulation into chronic cellular changes in Neuroplasticity (Herrera and Robertson, 1996 and Thiriet et al., 2002). Over stimulation of postsynaptic receptors due to chronic drug administration leads to increased cAMP and calcium signaling cascades, which can result in increased transcription of these immediate early genes [IEGs] (Thiriet et al., 2002; Vaccarino et al., 1993). Therefore, MDMA elicits both an acute and chronic effect as reported by others (Atkins et al., 2009; Modi et al., 2006; Shenk et al., 2003) due to co-activation of dopamine and 5-HT releasing neurons, 5-HT1 and 5-HT2 receptor interference and chronic neuroadaptations due to transcriptional changes. Since repetitive MDMA administration results in sensitization or tolerance to itself, it has the potential to elicit dependence.

4.5 Cross-sensitization

Cross-sensitization between two psychostimulants indicates that similar neural mechanisms underly the two drugs (Dafny and Yang, 2006). It has been postulated that pre-exposure to one psychostimulant will lead to an increased sensitivity and subsequent vulnerability to abuse of other psychostimulants (Brandon et al., 2001; Kalivas et al., 1998b; Torres-Reveron and Dow-Edward, 2005). This experimental procedure is also used to verify if an unknown drug is considered to have the potential to elicit dependence by comparing it with a drug known to elicit dependence (Dafny and Yang, 2006). Amphetamine is known to elicit dependence while researchers are still debating whether MPD has the potential to cause dependence. If MPD exhibits behavioral sensitization or tolerance and cross-sensitization with amphetamine and vice versa, it will strongly indicate that MPD has the potential to elicit dependence. Children diagnosed with ADHD have been treated with MPD and amphetamine over extended periods of time (Garland, 1998; Robin, 1999). Since sensitization and cross-sensitization is an experimental behavioral indicator for the development of dependence in animals (Kalivas and Duffy, 1998; Robinson and Berridge, 1993) previous exposure to either MPD or amphetamine may heighten an already augmented locomotor response leading to cross sensitization. In this study, animals pretreated with MPD cross-sensitized to a challenge dose of amphetamine and animals pretreated with amphetamine cross-sensitized to a challenge dose of MPD. These results are similar to those reported by Yang et al., (2003) using male rats. Both MPD and amphetamine are indirect dopamine agonists although they facilitate dopamine in the dopaminergic pathway by different mechanisms. MPD blocks the dopamine transporter from re-uptake of dopamine, leading to increased amounts of extracellular dopamine. On the other hand, amphetamine stimulates the release of synaptic dopamine into the synapse, thus causing increased extracellular dopamine. Therefore, cross sensitization between these two drugs provides a further indication of the propensity of each drug to influence other forms of drug use.

Neither cross-sensitization or cross-tolerance occurred between MDMA and amphetamine, as also reported by others (Modi et al., 2006; Cole et al., 2003). A possible explanation for the failure of MDMA to cross-sensitize to amphetamine is its differing primary mode of action and mechanisms of action compared to amphetamine.
action. Although MDMA is an amphetamine derivative, the two act by different neuronal mechanisms. MDMA primarily activates the serotonergic pathway, and utilizes the dopaminergic pathway secondarily, while amphetamine primarily activates the dopaminergic pathway. However, Callaway and Geyer (1992 a and b) reported that pretreatment with MDMA elicits motor activating effects similar to the effects elicited by amphetamine. Discrepancies can be attributed to, but are not limited to, differences in methodology such as time and the dose of administration, age and sex of the subjects, route of drug administration, etc. Reports that Ecstasy “tablets” contain other drugs of abuse such as amphetamine (Milroy et al., 1996) and ephedrine (Baggot et al., 2000) suggest that additional studies on this issue are needed.

5. Conclusion

This study investigates the acute and chronic effects of MPD, amphetamine, and MDMA using the same experimental procedure to provide comparisons of the effects of these drugs on locomotor behavior. In summary, acute MPD, amphetamine and MDMA all elicited increases in locomotor activity, repetitive application of MPD and amphetamine elicited behavioral sensitization, while the same dose of MDMA elicited sensitization in some animals and tolerance in others Cross-sensitization between amphetamine and MPD when rats were pretreated with MPD and vice versa were obtained. However, MDMA did not cross-sensitize or cross-tolerate with amphetamine suggesting that MDMA and amphetamine act via different mechanisms.
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Fig. 1.
The figure summarizes (N=8) the horizontal activity / 2h following seven consecutive days, i.e., experimental days 1 to 7 and 11 and washout days at experimental days 8 to 10 and 12 to 14 and shows that over the 14 consecutive days, the animals exhibit similar level of activity with non-significant fluctuation. The black underline in the experimental days indicates the days after saline injection.
Fig. 2.
This summarizes (N=8) the effect of 2.5 mg/kg methylphenidate (MPD) on four locomotor indices. On the left side are the sequential graphs of 10 minute temporal activity post injection and on the right side are the histograms of total activity under the temporal graph. # symbol indicates significant (P<0.05) difference between ED 1 vs. ED 2 and symbol ^ indicates significant (P<0.05) difference between ED 2 vs. ED 11.
Fig. 3.
This figure summarizes (N=8) the effect of 0.6 mg/kg amphetamine on four locomotor indices. On the left side are the sequential graphs of 10 minute temporal activity post injection and on the right side are the histograms of total activity under the temporal graph. # symbol indicates significant (P< 0.05) difference comparing the activity on experimental day ED 1 vs. ED 2; ^ symbol indicates significant (P< 0.05) difference between ED 11 vs. ED 2.
Fig. 4.
This figure summarizes (N=8) the acute effect of 5.0 mg/kg MDMA on four locomotor indices. On the left side are the sequential graphs of 10 minute temporal activity post injection and on the right side are the histograms of total activity under the temporal graph. # symbol indicates significant (P< 0.05) difference comparing the activity on experimental day ED 1 vs. ED 2.
Fig. 5.
This figure summarizes the acute and chronic effect of 5.0 mg/kg MDMA in animals exhibiting behavioral sensitization (For details, see text). On the left side are the sequential graphs of 10 minute temporal activity post injection and on the right side are the histograms of total activity under the temporal graph. # symbol indicates significant (P< 0.05) difference comparing the activity on experimental day ED 1 vs. ED 2; ^ symbol indicates significant (P< 0.05) difference between ED 11 vs. ED 2.
Fig. 6.
This figure summarizes the acute and chronic effect of 5.0 mg/kg MDMA in animals exhibiting behavioral sensitization (For details, see text). On the left side are the sequential graphs of 10 minute temporal activity post injection and on the right side are the histograms of total activity under the temporal graph. # symbol indicates significant ($P<0.05$) difference comparing the activity on experimental day ED 1 vs. ED 2; ^ symbol indicates significant ($P<0.05$) difference between ED 11 vs. ED 2.
Fig. 7.
This figure summarizes all the experimental groups to show whether cross-sensitization between NPD, Amphetamine and MDMA is expressed. * symbol indicates significant difference between the group, i.e., cross-sensitization is expressed. HA-horizontal activity, TD-total distance traveled, VA-vertical activity and NOS-number of stereotypic activity. (For details, see text).
Table 1

Table 1 describes the experimental protocol used for methylphenidate (MPD), amphetamine, ecstasy (MDMA) in the table marked D and the saline (Sal) control group. Exp Day-the experiment lasted 12 days as follows. On experimental day 1 (ED 1) recordings were obtained following saline injection (Sal). In ED2 to 7, MPD or amphetamine or MDMA (D) or Sal was given. On ED 8 to 10 no injections were given [washout (W)]. On ED 11, the same treatment as given on EDs 2 to 7 was administered. On ED 12, a different drug either MPD or amphetamine was given to test for cross-sensitization (XD).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exp Day</th>
<th>Injections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1*</td>
<td>Sal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2*</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7*</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8*</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11*</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12*</td>
<td>XD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sal-saline; D-drug; W-washout; XD-cross-sensitization

* - indicates the recording day (i.e. ED1, 2, 7, 8, 11, and 12)